NATURAL SURFACE TRAIL
FIELD GUIDE TO MAINTENANCE

Soft Surface Trail Maintenance Clinic
Assess, Mark, Monitor, Address
Who: Staﬀ, Volunteers, and professional bike-optimized trail builders
What: Proper soft surface trail maintenance
Where: Bike-Optimized Trail
Why: Optimize trail experience
When: Weekly and Seasonally
How: Labor / Material / Tools

THE HOW:

Assess - weekly, Mark - as needed, Monitor - marked areas
after weather or heavy use events, Address - as needed

Assess:

Mark:

Hike / Bike the trail
- On foot or bike
- Each week ideally
- After signiﬁcant weather or use
events

Use chalk paint, ﬂagging tape, or
pin ﬂags troubled areas, markers
must be approved by land manager
- Identify areas with corridor or
tread surface issues so others
can see

Monitor:

Address:

Check to see whether areas improve
with usership or deteriorate and are in
need of maintenance labor
- Remove identiﬁers as sections
improve with use

Utilize proper tools and equipment
to correct issues in corridor and
tread, remove

GENERALIZED MAINTENANCE CALENDAR
TASK

Reroutes and structure assessment
Reroutes and structure construction
Drainage and backslope maintenance
Corridor clearing
Mowing /weed eating
Spraying
Signage and Trailhead monitoring

SPRING SUMMER

FALL

As needed

WINTER

Trail Corridor
Maintain a 6’ wide and 8’ high corridor,
keeping sight lines around corners clear
- Remove encroaching Vegetation
- Remove fallen Trees
- Remove loose rocks

Tread Surface
Maintain drainage slope and smooth tread
surface

ISSUES:

- Ruts
- Organic Matter
- Rocks / Limbs
fallen on tread

FEATURES:

- Raised turns / Berms
- Armoring
- Jumps, take oﬀs
and landings

Tools for techniques

Equipment

-

-

McLeod or Rogue Hoe
Flathead Shovel
Digging Shovel
Rake
Leaf Blower
Clippers / Loppers / Folding Saw
Chainsaws, reserved for those trained
and always in pairs
- Wheelbarrow/Bucket
- Pickaxe

Gloves
Sturdy Footwear
Glasses
Water
Cell Phone / Emergency help
First Aid Kit

Technique
DRY TREAD: TREAD DRY, ORGANIC MATTER NOT STICKY
*All Volunteers*

-

Remove organic matter (blow leaf litter, dog droppings, twigs oﬀ tread)
Remove lose rocks (kick oﬀ trail tread)
Remove cupping (knock oﬀ built up matter on in-slopes and out slopes)
Clear drains: remove debris in drains
Clear culverts and rock bridges of debris accumulation
Add rip rap type small rocks along borders of rock work where soil has
washed away

WET TREAD: TOP LAYERS SATURATED
*Experienced Volunteers*

- Remove debris in inslope of turns, pull to outside of turn - smooth tread
- Remove debris / level ruts / smooth tread from jump take oﬀs
- Remove debris / level ruts / smooth tread from jump landings

PROFESSIONALS
- Reshape/Refresh tread angles of turns, take
oﬀs, and landings
- Address safety concerns of features

DEFINITIONS
- Outslope: tread shaped to channel water
out the edge of the tread, can develop into
a repairable cupped trail tread
- Flat trail: can develop into cupped tread
with compaction
- Inslope: tread shaped to channel water into
the backslope and run down to a drain
- Cupping / cupped tread: tread needs to be
reshaped to an inslope or outslope to
channel water out of the center of the tread
- Crowned trail tread: raised tread to channel
water oﬀ the center of the tread

KNICKS & ROLLING
GRADE DIPS
Grade reversals should
appear in your trail as
frequently as possible.
If a trail wasn't designed
with enough grade
reversals to shed water,
artiﬁcial ones can be
added.
We recommend two types:
Knicks and Rolling Grade
Dips.
Puddles often indicate an
appropriate place to construct
a knick.

Images from TNC Rattlesnake
Ridge care plan and Trail
Solutions: IMBA’s Guide to
Building Sweet Singletrack

Trail Closure Guidelines

Natural surface trails are built to be all weather trails intersecting each places’
landscape and history while experiencing a modern approach to trail building
with visually unexpected architectural features and landscape art with all
levels of mountain biking , hiking , and trail running.
- Natural surface trails require regular maintenance utilizing weekly
assessments of the tread and corridor regardless of weather or usage. Usage
during normal conditions helps the maintenance process, as bike tires and
foot traﬃc compact the tread and prevent seed growth.
- Natural surface trails may be closed during weather events that create
life-threatening health and safety concerns of trail users such as:
- Extremely high winds—high winds that routinely blow down large branches
and trees.
- Flash ﬂood conditions—heavy rain events can cause creeks to rise rapidly and
create life threatening situations.

Decision Tree
*Each Trail should be considered independently versus a system regarding closures.

Is there imminent personal danger?
Yes

No

Close the trail.

Keep the trail open.

Will there be active construction, i.e. intrusive maintenance or re-routing?
Ye s

No

Close the trail.

Keep the trail open.

Is the saturation of the trail greater than 2” on the tread—measured by a
sinking footprint of 2” or greater?
Yes

No

Close the trail.

Keep the trail open.

Sluff / Slide Maintenance
If a portion of the backslope slid down onto the tread surface, this is our
recommended repair strategy.

SUMMARY OF WORK PERFORMED:
To address this situation, remove material from the tread surface and add
material to lower back slope angle to a more sustainable grade. Any remaining
material should be grade smooth in the out slope.
Where applicable, rocks can be hauled from the hillside and placed above the
slide location to assist in providing further stabilization until vegetation occurs
over the coming weeks/months.

Before

After (Pre-Handwork)

RAISED TURN / BERM MAINTENANCE
*Trained Volunteers Required*

1

Assess the moisture level of the berm. Ideally you would
like the moisture content to be pretty high, i.e. ﬁnding
moisture in the top 2 inches of the surface of the berm
will aid in ﬁnal compaction.

2

Use a metal tined garden rake and a McLeod to scarify the
top layer of the berm, raking aggressively to blend in
areas that have eroded due excessive rain or tires. Try not
to displace too much dirt but instead take loose dirt from
inside of the turn and deposit it into holes. Always rake in
an upward motion and take loose rocks over the top of
the berm. This is a good way to ﬁlter them out and leave
behind only the ﬁner dirt material. Move the ﬁltered dirt
into remaining pockets/holes.

3

Use a ﬂat shovel to "slap pack" berm for compaction. Slap
packing is a skill that requires you to strike the ﬂat
portion of the shovel with the dirt surface to press it in
ﬁrmly and evenly. If your strike is not ﬂat to the ground
it will be counterproductive. It is an art that will take
some practice so don't feel as if your ﬁrst berm will be
perfect on the ﬁrst try.

General Trail Maintenance Notes
Additional documents referenced: : IMBA's Guide to Building Sweet
Singletrack and the 2007 Edition of the USDA/USFS Trail Construction and
Maintenance Notebook
- Trails may be closed for safety concerns or for construction and/or
maintenance work.
- Route corridors ought to be maintained by trimming vegetation, cutting and
moving downed trees, and addressing concerns associated with safety, user
experience, and resource protection.
- To prevent erosion, maintain a quality user experience, and improve the
sustainability of the trails, tread surface, drainage, and trail features like
retaining walls and switchbacks ought to be examined and maintained.
- Signs should be replaced and updated as needed.
- All repairs should be made in a reasonable timeframe.
In addition, land managers will ﬁeld and address maintenance calls and public
concerns throughout the summer and winter seasons in a timely manner.

A. BRUSHING TRAIL CORRIDOR

In order to provide for safe and comfortable maneuvering of trail users
horizontal and vertical clearance ought to be provided along the trail
corridor and hazardous trees that could potentially fall onto a trail
ought to be identiﬁed and appropriate action be taken.

B. TREAD SURFACE IMPROVEMENTS

Large rocks, stumps, vegetation, and slough should be removed from the
tread when deemed necessary as safety hazard, obstruction to travel, or
erosion issue. The travel way should have a backslope, a trail tread, and
a downslope. Berms of debris and slough formed between the trail
tread and downslope should be removed for drainage. The tread may be
outsloped, or slightly tilted outward, so that water ﬂowing onto it will
run across the tread and down the hillside rather than down the trail
itself. Or the tread may be insloped, or slightly tiled inward, so that
water ﬂows into a trench and across the trail tread in a designated
place.

C. CLEANING AND ESTABLISHING DRAINAGE AND WATER FEATURES
One of the chief challenges of the trail systems is devising ways to
prevent water from damaging trails or washing them out entirely.
Drainage features that may be constructed or improved as part of
regular maintenance include, but are not limited to: Grade Dips and
Drain Dips, Water Bars, Check Dams and Check Steps, Open Drains,
Culverts, Stepping Stones, Bridges, Turnpikes, and/or Bog Bridges.

D. TRAIL INFRASTRUCTURE

Inspect any switchbacks, berms, rock walls, rock cribbing , rock
staircases, rock armoring and/or other features and enhancements on a
regular basis. Repairs ought to be made in a reasonable time frame.

E. SOCIAL TRAIL CLOSURES

Coordinate to implement closures of non-system, user-created routes
according to the original trail plans.

F. REROUTES

Reroutes may be necessary to improve trail sustainability, enhance user
experience, address erosion issues, or to avoid natural resource
damage. Trail reroutes must be reviewed by land manager.

G. WEEDS

Continue to coordinate with relevant parties in the management of
existing weed populations

H. RESTORATION

Ecological restoration is the process of assisting the recovery of a
scarred landscape feature or ecosystem to a more natural state. Some
areas and features may be highly degraded from overuse and/or other
historic and present highly impactful activities. Work in partnership to
identify areas, roads, and trails in need or restoration, creating and
carrying out eﬀective restoration plans.

